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in scale and social atmosphere. Through them all ran the
characteristic Tewter streak of wilful ignorance, deliberate
disingenuousness and self-protective illusion*
The opening phase of world catastrophe took Edward
Albert completely by surprise.
A slogan that dominated the English world at that time
was "Safety First". In his childhood, Edward Albert
remembered there had been a card with that inscription upon
the mantelshelf of his mother's living-room, but that had been
a chance anticipation. He could not remember how it had
got there or what became of it. The Safety First phase in
British history came later, and it was largely due to an
organised campaign on the part of the Insurance companies,
transport services, and all the great damages-paying corpora-
tions, to train the public not to incur damage. It spread
through the whole social body ; it intensified the respectful
feudal tradition that you cannot be too careful if you want
to avoid trouble ; it infected and dominated the administra-
tion of the country ; it became the national motto. Dieu et
mon Droit was felt to be an old-fashioned piece of swagger
that might easily get us into difficulties. So'that when at last
Mr Neville Chamberlain gave up appeasement, in a fit of
exasperation at the unendurable mockery of hi$ umbrella,
and declared war, Edward Albert, in common with a very
considerable number of his comfortable independent fellow-
citizens, made no attempt whatever to join in the fray. He
concentrated his thoughts very largely on the discreet hus-
banding of his investments and whatever safe forms of tax
evasion could be discovered.
Throughout the later months of 1939 Tewler England and
Tewler France did not so much wage war as evade it. They
potted at the enemy from behind the Maginot line and left
Poland to its fate. They watched Russia readjust its frontiers
in preparation for the inevitable struggle against the common
enemy with profound disapproval. That Prince of Tewlers,
the young King of the Belgians, obstinately refused to prepare
a common front against the gathering onslaught. He was
neutral, master in his own country, he insisted, and nothing

